
 Thrive In EQ Program Agenda:
 

Time (TBD)
Collaboration/Sharing/ Gratitude Session

 
Time (TBD)

 How The Brain Works/ Mindsets/Optimism skills
 

Time (TBD)
Break up into groups/team building exercises

 
Time (TBD)

Collaboration/Engagement Activity
 

Time (TBD)
Debrief/Recap Session

 

 

 

 
Learn the Power of Thoughts/Mindset

 
Exercise Optimism/Consequential
thinking

 
The Power of the word YET/Problem
Solution Strategies

 
Concepts of the two mindsets (Growth
and Fixed mindsets)

 
Strategies To Model a healthy mindset

 
Self-Awareness and growth mindset
struggles/positive plateau

 
 "I can statements"/Self-Affirmation

 
Replace negative self-talk with positive
phrases

 
Collaboration and Gratitude Sessions

 
Team Building Activities

 
Social Skills/Conversation Skills

 
 Engaging interactive activities and many
more!

 LEARN TO
CULTIVATE A
GROWTH MINDSET 

Cultivating a growth mindset has been linked to greater
happiness and achievement in life. When kids know their
brains are capable of growing, amazing things can happen.
 
After decades of research, world-renowned Stanford
University psychologist Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D., discovered a
simple but groundbreaking idea: the power of mindset.
She's rocked the world with her research on Growth
Mindset and Fixed Mindset. The belief that a person’s basic
abilities can be improved by hard work and determination.
 
Cultivating a growth mindset reduces stress, overwhelm,
anxiety, perfectionism, depression, fear etc. It helps kids
cope better, keep their bodies calmer, and do better in
School academically, socially and emotionally. It requires to
practice daily to learn and experience a "growth mindset." 
 
This program is to help kids practice and learn how the
brain works, how to cultivate healthy thoughts even when
in "positivity plateau".  Practicing strategies to break these
negative thought patterns, engage in new feelings,
experiment new actions while having a lot of fun with
similar ages peers.  
 
 Through team building activities, kids connect and learn
how to exercise Optimism skills, reasonable, positive choices
using a growth mindset and self affirmations self talk. 
 
 

" CHANGE YOUR
WORDS...CHANGE YOUR

MINDSET
"My Brain Is Growing"

 

Personal Development Is Just Not For Kids!
Small Group Activities Include:

Time: TBD
Date: TBD
Room:TBD

            Price: TBD

tmardenaz@gmail.com
tabathamarden.com

Make Your Childhood Count, Lets Grow
and Thrive Together!

http://tabathamarden.com/

